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Texts and Translations 
Sergei Rachmaninoff 
The Bells, op. 35 
Russian Poem by Konstantin Balmont 
Adapted from The Bells by Edgar Allen Poe 
I. 
Cn&riiiiUIIh, caH!1 MqaTCH s pH,ll,, 
MqaTcH s pH,JJ,! 
KonoKOJI&qJ1KI1 3BeHHT, 
Cepe6pHCThiM nerKI1M 3BOHOM cnyx Haiii 
CJia)J,OCTHO TOMHT, 
3TI1M TieHheM 11 ry,JJ,eH&eM 
o 3a6seH&e rosopHT. 
0, KaK 3BOHKO, 3BOHKO, 3BOHKO, 
ToqHo 3B)"'H&rii: cMex pe6eHKa, 
B HCHOM B03,JJ,yxe HoqHoM 
fOBOpHT OHI1 0 TOM, 
liTO 3a )J,HHMI1 3a6Jiy:>K)J,eHhH 
HaczynaeT B03pmK,JJ,eH&e, 
liTO BOJIIIIe6HO HaCJia)f(,JJ,eH&e -
HaCJI~eH&e He)f(HhiM CHOM. 
CaHH MqaTCH, MqaTCH s pH,ll,, 
KonoKoJI&qJ1KJ1 3BeHHT, 
3se3,JJ,hi cnyiiiaiOT, KaK caHH, y6erM, 
rosopHT, 
M, BHHMaH HM, ropHT, 
M MeqTM, 11 6JI!1CTM, 
B He6e ,JJ,yxaMH napHT; 
M I13MeHqi1BhiM CHHH&eM, 
MonqanHB&IM o6aHH&eM, 
BMecTe c 3BOHOM, BMecTe 
c nem,eM, o 3a6seH&e rosopHT 
II. 
Cn&riiiHIIIh K csa,JJ,&6e 30B CBHTOM, 3onoToii:! 
CKOJI&Ko He)f(HOro 6Jia)f(eHCTBa 
s :noii: necHe MOJIO,JJ,oii:! 
CKB03h CTIOKOHHhiH B03,JJ,yx HOqJ1 
CnosHo cMoTpHT q&J1-TO oq11 
M 6necTHT, 
M3 BOJIH&I nesyqHX 3BYKOB 
Ha Jiy:Hy OHI1 rJIH,IJ,HT. 
l/13 ripi13hiBHhiX ,IJ,HBHhiX KeJIHH, 
IlOJIHhi CKaJOqHhiX BeCeJIHH, 
HapacTaH, yna,JJ,aH, 6p&I3rH cseTJI&re neTHT. 
BHOBh noryxHyT, BHOBh 6necTHT 
Hear the sleighs rush along in line, 
They rush along in line! 
The little bells tinkle, 
With their light, silvery ringing 
they sweetly tire our hearing, 
With their singing and jingling 
they tell of oblivion. 
Oh, how clearly, clearly, clearly, 
Like the ringing laughter of a chi ld, 
In the clear night air 
They tell the tale of how, 
After days of delusion 
Rebirth will follow, 
Magical delight-
the delight of their tender sleep. 
The sleighs rush along in line, 
The little bells tinkle, 
The stars listen as the sleighs, flee ing, 
speak, 
And heeding them, they shine, 
And dreaming, and twinkling, 
they hover in the sky like spirits; 
And with their flickering radiance, 
With their silent enchantment, 
Together with the ringing, together with 
the singing, they tell of oblivion. 
Hear the holy golden call to the weddi ng! 
How much tender bliss there is 
in this youthful song! 
Through the calm night air, 
It's as if someone's eyes are watching 
And shining, 
Out of the wave of melodious sounds 
they gaze at the moon. 
Out of their inviting, wondrous cells, 
Full of fairy tale delights, 
Rising, falling, the bright sparks fly. 
They go out again, they shine again, 
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J1I poiDf!OT CBeTJihlH B3rllil~ 
Ha rpH~ymee, r~e ~peMrreT 
6e3MHTe:>KHOCTb He:>KHblX CHOB, 
Bo3semaeMhiX corrracheM 
30JIOTblX KOJIOKOJIOB! 
Ill. 
Cnhii1111lllh, soiOmMii Ha6aT, 
ToqHO CTOHeT Me~HhiH a~! 
3Tl1 3BYKI1, B ~11KOH MyKe, 
CKa3KY y:>KaCOB TBepMT. 
ToqHO MOJIHT 11M rroMoqb, 
Kp11K KM~a!OT rrpHMO B Hoqh, 
llpHMO B Yllll1 TeMHoii HOq]1 
KaiK,L(hiii 3BYK, 
To ,nnMHHee, TO Kopoqe, 
F MKaeT csoii 11crryr, -
\. rryr l1X TaK BeJIMK, 
TaK 6e3YMeH Ka:>K~hiii Kp11K, 
lJTO pa30pBaHHbie 3B0Hbl, 
Hecrroco6Hhie 3syqaTh, 
MoryT TOJihKO 611ThCll, Bl1ThCH, 
11 KpJ1qaTb, KpJ1qaTb, Kp11qaTb! 
TonhKO rrnaKaTb o rroma.ne 
Jii K rrhmaromeii rpoMa.ne 
Bor~m cKop611 o6pamaTh! 
A Me:>K TeM oroHh 6e3YMHhrii, 
Jii rrryxoii 11 MHOrOIIIyMHbiH, 
Bee rop11T, 
To 113 OKOH, TO ITO Kpbillle, 
MqMTCH BhiUJe, BhrUJe, BhiUJe, 
Jii KaK 6y.n:TO rOBOp11T: 
5I xoqy 
Bbrrue MqaTbCH, pa3ropaTbCH 
BCTpeqy JIYHHOMY rryqy, 
Jilnb YMPY, Mnh ToTqac-ToTqac srrnoTb 
.no MecHua B3neqy! · 
0 , Ha6aT, Ha6aT, Ha6aT, 
Ecn11 6 Thi sepHyn Ha3a,n 
3TOT y:>Kac, :no rrrraMH, :ny MCKpy, 
3TOT B3rJIH,ll,, 
3TOT rrepBbiH B3rJIH)l; orwr, 
0 KOTopoM Thi semaeUJb, c rrnaqeM, 
C BOIIJieM 11 3BeHJI! 
'· rrepb HaM HeT crraceHhll, 
Bcro.ny rrnaMH 11 KMIIeHhe, 
Bcro.ny CTpax 11 B03MymeHbe! 
Tsoii rrp113hiB, 
And they cast their bright gaze 
On the future, where slumbers 
the serenity of sweet dreams, 
Proclaimed by the harmony 
of the golden bells! 
Hear the howling alarm bell , 
Like the groaning of a brazen hell! 
These sounds in their savage torment 
repeat a tale of horror. 
As though begging for help, 
They hurl their cry into the night, 
Straight into the ears of the dark night. 
Each sound, 
Now longer, now shorter, 
Calls out its fright, -
And their fright is so great, 
So mad is each shout, 
That the tormented bells, 
unable to sound, 
Can only batter, writhe, 
and shout, shout, shout! 
They can only weep for mercy, 
And to the mass of flames 
Address their wails of grief! 
And meanwhile the frantic fire, 
Both deaf and full of noises, 
Keeps burning, 
Now from the windows, now along the roof, 
It rushes higher, higher, higher, 
And seems to say: 
I want 
To rush higher, to flare up 
towards the moonbeam, 
I'll either die out or immediately 
fly right up to the moon! 
Oh, alarm bell, alarm bell , alarm bell, 
If you had only turned away 
This horror, this flame, this spark, 
this glance, 
This first glance of the fire, 
About which you prophesy, with weeping, 
with wailing and ringing! 
And now there is no salvation for us, 
The flames seethe everywhere, 
Everywhere is fear and turmoil! 
Your call, 
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~liKliX 3BYKOB HecorrraCHOCTh 
Bo3semaeT HaM onacHOCTh, 
To pacTeT 6e.ua r.rryxM, TO cna.uaeT, 
KaK IIplillliB! 
Cnyx Ham qYTKO JIOBHT BOJIHhi 
B nepeMeHe 3BYKOBOM, 
BHOBh CIIa,llaeT, BHOBh pbi,llaeT 
Me,llHO-CTOHY1UliM rrpH60M. 
IV. 
IloxopOHHhiM CJlhiiUeH 3BOH, 
~OJifliM3BOH! 
f'ophKOM CKOp6H CJlhiiUHhl 3Byrii, 
ropbKOM )l(li3Hli KOHqeH COH. 
3syK )l(eJie3HhiM so3semaeT 
o neqanu noxopoH! 
11 HeBOJlhHO Mhl ,llpO)l(liM, 
OT 3a6as csoHx cnernuM 
11 pbi,llaeM, BCITOMMHaeM, 
qTo li Mhl fJia3a CMe)l(HM. 
HeH3MeHHO-MOHOTOHHhi:i1, 
3TOT B03rrrac OT,llaJieHHhiM, 
IIoxopoHHhiM UI)l(K}[M 3BOH, 
ToqHo CTOH, 
CKop6Hhi:i1, meBHhiM 
11 rrnaqeBHhiM, 
BhrpacTaeT B )l,OJiru:M ryn, 
Bo3semaeT, qTo cTpa)l,aneu 
Heiip06y,D,HhiM CHOM ycHyJI. 
B KOJIOKOJihHhiX KeJIMIX p)l(aBhiX 
OH )l,JI~ npashiX u HenpashiX 
f'p03HO BTOpHT 06 O)l,HOM: 
LITo Ha cepAue 6y)l,eT KaMeHh, 
qTO rJia3a COMKHYTC~ CHOM. 
<l>aKeJI TpaypHbiM ropHT, 
C KOJIOKOJihHli KTO-TO KpHKHYJI, 
KTO-TO rpOMKO fOBOpHT, 
KTO-TO qepHbiM TaM CTOHT, 
11 xoxoqeT, H rpeMHT, 
11 ry)l,HT, ry,llHT, ry)l,HT, 
K KOJIOKOJihHe rrpuna)l,aeT, 
f'yJIKliM KOJIOKOJI KaqaeT -
f'yJIKHM KOJIOKOJI pbi)l,aeT, 
CToHeT B B03il.yxe HeMOM 
11 IIpOT~)l(HO B03BemaeT 0 IIOKOe 
rpo6oM. 
The discord of wild sounds 
Proclaims to us the danger, 
The hollow sound of misfortune rises and 
falls like the tide. 
Our hearing distinctly catches the waves 
of changing sounds, 
It falls again, it sobs again, 
the brazen, groaning surf. 
The funeral knell can be heard, 
The long knell! 
The sounds of bitter grief can be heard, 
the dream of bitter life has ended. 
The iron sound proclaims 
the sorrow of the funeral! 
And we involuntarily shudder, 
We hurry away from our pastimes, 
And .we sob, and recall 
that we too shall close our eyes. 
Invariably monotonous, 
This distant cry, 
The heavy funeral kne ll , 
Like a groan, 
Doleful, wrathful, 
And mournful, 
It grows into a long rumbling, 
It proclaims that the sufferer 
has fallen into eterna l sleep. 
In the belfry's rusty cells, 
For the righteous and unrighteous 
It menacingly repeats a single thing: 
That there will be a stone on your heart, 
that your eyes will close in sleep. 
The funeral torch burns, 
From the belfry someone has shouted, 
someone is speaking loudly, 
A dark figure stands there, 
He laughs and tolls, 
And roars, roars, roars, 
He presses against the belfry, 
And swings the booming bell , 
The booming bell sobs, 
It groans in the mute air, 
And proclaims at length the peace of th 
grave. 
-Prepared by Dr. Keith Langston, 
University of Georgia Department of Germanic and Slavic Lanugaes 
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The Bells 
Edgar Allen Poe 
I. 
Hear the sledges with the bells-
Silver bells! 
What a world of merriment their melody foretells! 
How they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle, 
In the icy air of night! 
While the stars that oversprinkle 
All the heavens, seem to twinkle 
With a crystalline delight; 
Keeping time, time, time, 
In a sort of Runic rhyme, 
To the tintinnabulation that so musically wells 
From the bells, bells, bells, bells, 
Bt=! s, bells, bells-
the jingling and the tinkling of the bells. 
II. 
Hear the mellow wedding bells, 
Golden bells! 
What a world of happiness their harmony foretells! 
Through the balmy air of night 
How they ring out their delight! 
From the molten-golden notes, 
An'd an in tune, 
What a liquid ditty floats 
To the turtle-dove that listens, while she gloats 
On the moon! 
· Oh, from out the sounding cells, 
What a gush of euphony voluminously wells! 
How it swells! 
How it dwells 
On the Future! how it tells 
Of the rapture that impels 
To the swinging and the ringing 
Of the bells, bells, bells, 
Of the bells, bells, bells, bells, 
Bells, bells, bells-
To the rhyming and the chiming of the bells! 
Ill. 
Hear the loud alarum bells-
. n bells! 
\v at a tale of terror, now, their turbulency tells! 
In the startled ear of night 
How they scream out their affright! 
Too much horrified to speak, 
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They can only shriek, shriek, 
Out of tune, 
In a clamorous appealing to the mercy of the fire, 
In a mad expostulation w ith the deaf and frantic fire, 
Leaping higher, higher, higher, 
With a desperate desire, 
And a resolute endeavor, 
Now- now to sit or never, 
By the side of the pale-faced moon. 
Oh, the bells, bells, bells! 
What a tale their terror tells 
Of Despair! 
How they clang, and clash, and roar! 
What a horror they out pour 
On the bosom of the palpitating air! 
Yet the ear it fully knows, 
By the twanging, 
And the clanging, 
How the danger ebbs and flows: 
Yet the ear distinctly tells, 
In the jangling, 
And the wrangling, 
How the danger sinks and swells, 
By the sinking or the swelling in the anger of the bells-
Of the bells-
Of the bells, bells, bells, bells, 
Bells, bells, bells-
In the clamor and the clangor of the bells! 
IV. 
Hear the tolling of the bells-
Iron Bells! 
What a world of solemn thought their monody compels! 
In the silence of the night, 
How we shiver wi th affright 
At the melancholy menace of their tone ! 
For every sound that floats 
From the rust w ithin their throats 
Is a groan. 
And the people- ah, the people-
They that dwell up in the steeple, 
All Alone 
And who, tolling, tolling, tolling, 
In that muffled monotone, 
Feel a glory in so rolling 
On the human heart a stone-
They are neither man nor woman-
They are neither brute nor human-
They are Ghouls: 
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-
And their king it is who tolls; 
And he rolls, rolls, rolls, 
Rolls 
A paean from the bells! 
And his merry bosom swells 
With the paean of the bells! 
And he dances, and he ye lls; 
Keeping time, time, time, 
In a sort of Runic rhyme, 
To the paean of the bells-
Of the bells: 
Keeping time, time, time, 
In a sort of Runic rhyme, 
To the throbbing of the bells-
Of the bells, bells, bells-
To the sobbing of the bells; 
Keeping time, time, time, 
' e knells, knells, knells, 
happy Runic rhyme, 
To the rolling of the bells-
Of the bells, bells, bells: 
To the tolling of the bells, 
Of the bells, bells, bells, bells-
Bells, bells, bells-
To the moaning and the groaning of the bells. 
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PROGRAM NOTES 
Sergei Rachmaninoff 
The Bells, op. 35 
Sergei Vasilievich Rachmaninoff (1 April 1873-28 March 1943) composed much of "The 
Bells" in Rome, in the apartment on the Piazza di Spagna where Tchaikovsky had lived and 
composed, and he completed it at his estate, lvanovka, in 1913. He dedicated the work to 
Willem Mengelberg and the Concertgebouw Orchestra, and conducted the premiere in St. 
Petersburg, the same year. Leopold Stokowski, with the Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted the 
American premiere, seven years later. "The Bells" is scored for soprano, tenor and baritone 
soloists, mixed chorus, and an orchestra of three flutes, piccolo, three oboes, English hom, 
three clarinets, bass clarinet, three bassoons, contrabassoon, six horns, three trumpets, three 
trombones, tuba, pianino (a small piano), celesta, two harps, timpani, four bells, glocken-
spiel, snare drum, tambourine, triangle, cymbals, tam-tam, and bass drum, and a very large 
complement of strings. 
" ... May I ask which of your own compositions you value the most?" queried an inter 
viewer in 1933. Sergei Rachmaninoff replied, "That would be my ca ntata, The Bells, 
which unfortunately is rarely performed ." The Bells, along with his All-Night Vigil, 
remained his favorite of all his music. That he cared so for The All-Night Vigil might not 
surprise us, since it has entered the choral repertory enough that we do hear it regu-
larly. But we are far less likely to know The Bells. Given the popularity of his second and 
third piano concertos, the Second Symphony, the Paganini Variations, and the tone 
poem The Isle of the Dead, we may be surprised to know that this relatively unknown 
work was the one he liked the most. 
Did Rachmaninoff simply translate the enormous outpouring of enthusiasm The Bells 
received at its first performances into his own feelings? Perhaps. The premiere had 
brought overwhelming, ecstatic applause, as well as bouquets and bouquets of flow-
ers-white lilac blossoms gathered into the shape of large bells. A review in Russkaya 
Muzykalnaya Gazeta was representative: 
"Sincerity and spontaneity have always been close to Rachmaninoff's music, but 
against this tragic, sorrowing background, the concentrated shades of hopeless anguish 
and despair that first appeared in The Isle of the Dead reveal themse lves with unusual 
clarity in The Bells. In Rachmaninoff's new poem are heard with special force the pes-
simistic passion and sublime tragedy characteristic of a great artist and a noble heart." 
Or, since the tide in Russia had turned against Rachmaninoff and his music, was he 
remembering and protecting one of his neglected children? He had left Russia in the 
wake of the 1917 Revolution, but he remained silent about the condition of his country. 
Then, in 1931, Rachmaninoff signed his name, wi th those of Ivan Ostromislensky Can 
organic chemist instrumental in the production of synthetic rubber) and Count ll ya · 
Tolstoy (Leo Tolstoy's son), to a letter reacting to the Indian-Bengali poet Rabindran. 
Tagore's visit to the Soviet-Union, about which the poet had wri tten admiringly of what 
he had seen in the Communist state. Their long, often sarcastic letter, unstinting in its 
condemnation of the Soviet Union, was sent to and printed in The New York Times: 
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"At no time, and in no country, has there ever existed a government responsible for so 
many cruelties, wholesale murders and common law crimes in general as those perpe-
trated by the Bolshviki .... By his evasive attitude toward the Communist grave-diggers 
of Russia, by the quasi-cordial stand which he has taken toward them [Tagore] has lent 
strong and unjust support to a group of professional murderers. By concealing from the 
world the truth about Russia he has inflicted, perhaps unwittingly, great harm upon the 
whole population of Russia, and possibly the world at large." 
Within two months, a performance of The Bells at the Moscow Conservatory prompted 
a withering attack on the piece, its composer, and the entire enterprise: 
"Who is the author of this text , and who wrote this mystical music? The music is by an 
emigrant, a violent enemy of Soviet Russia, Rachmaninoff. The words (after Poe) are 
also by an emigrant-the mystic, Balmont; on the conductor 's podium was the former 
conductor of the Marinsky Opera, Albert Coates, who deserted Russia in 1917 and now 
returns here with a foreign passport... .For whom was this concert intended?" 
ht in a tide quite opposed to the one that had celebrated The Bells with flowers 
t decades earlier, the Moscow Conservatory, the Leningrad Conservatory, and other 
music schools forbade the performance and study of his music. Although the ban 
lasted only two years, The Bells effectively disappeared. 
Performances of The Bells have never become commonplace. The 1973 centennial of 
Rachmaninoff's birth promised a revival, and yet it still has not become part of the 
repertory; it is not likely that The Bells has been performed in Boston since the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra's performances in 1979, over thirty years ago. Reasons for its 
neglect may lie partly in the music's having been indirectly ensnared in Russian politics, 
or in the enormous forces required for its performance, or in its resistance to easy 
categorization. Rachmaninoff had initially referred to The Bells as his third symphony 
(though he later wrote an authentic Symphony No. 3), and he referred to it variously 
as a 'cantata' and a 'choral symphony.' Perhaps Rachmaninoff, in calling The Bells his 
favorite, was tending to his most awkward child, the one that didn't easily fit in . 
Regardless, it is possible that his assessment was quite justified. Everything in The Bells 
works beautifully. Its design is eloquent, there are no musical redundancies or false 
moves, the span sails in perfectly paced large arches, its dappled orchestration dazzles 
(without ever being brilliant for brflliance's sake), and the emotional reach is as wide 
and deep as any of his music. 
Bells fascinated and even haunted Rachmaninoff. For him, they evoked the full range 
of emotion, from the religious to the secular, from the vivaciousness of youth to the 
inexorable pull of death. 
my life I have taken pleasure in the differing moods and music of gladly chiming 
mournfully tolling bells. This love for bells is inherent in every Russian . One of my 
fondest childhood recollections is associated with the four notes of the great bells in 
the St. Sophia Cathedral of Novgorod, which I often heard when my grandmother took 
me to town on church festival days. The bellringers were artists. The four notes were 
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a theme that recurred again and again, four silvery weeping notes, ve iled in an ever-
changing accompaniment woven around them. I always associated the idea of te 
with them .... If I have been at all successful in making the bells vibrate with huma~rs 
emotion in my works, it is largely due to the fact that most of my life was lived amid th 
vibrations of the bells of Moscow ... " e 
In 1913, Rachmaninoff had been sketching an orchestral work when he received, in 
the mail , a copy of the Russian Symbolist poet Konstantin Dmitrievich Balmont's free 
interpretation of Edgar Allen Poe's poem "The Bells." It had been sent anonymously by 
a young Moscow Conservatory cellist and admirer. The text immediately captivated 
Rachmaninoff. Here was material that spoke to a life-long fascination and, at the same 
time, suggested something much more significant. 
Balmont's version of Poe 's work (which it is unlikely the composer knew) was fortu -
itous. He had radically altered much of the original poem, so much so that it can be 
difficult to find the line-to-line correspondences. He softened its edginess, made co n-
crete some of the fantastical images, and enriched its emotional stretch. And he had 
removed a good deal of Poe's signature onomatopoetic tintinnabulation- "bell s, bel ' 
bells, bells ... . keeping time, keeping time, keeping time"-sounds that mimicked musk:. 
Rachmaninoff could reinstall the sounds Balmont had excised, and now with a radiance 
that even the musical imagination of Poe couldn't create. 
But the four movements of Rachmaninoff's fantasy on Balmont's fantasy on Poe's 
fantasy reach deeper than the clangor of bells, as pervasive as they are throughout. 
Like the four parts of Haydn's The Seasons, The Bells unfolds as a metaphor for the four 
seasons of one's life. Haydn's journey begins with Spring's birth/ rebirth and ends wi th 
Winter's old age. Poe's/ Balmont's/ Rachmaninoff's, on the other hand, begins in W inter 
(perfect for Russia, of course) with the invigorating sleigh bells. "Hear them calling, 
calling, calling,/Rippling sounds of laughter, falling/ On the icy midnight air." The music 
whirrs and glitters, and the tenor whispers for us to "Listen!" The chorus and orchestra 
leap in, and their optimism is shaded only by a hint of the as yet unimagined journey 
toward the ultimate slumber. The requiem chant, Dies irae (the musical motif that 
haunts much of Rachmaninoff's music), lurks in the background. The movement then 
turns back to an easy excitement and fades into the delicate twilight. 
Young adulthood follows. "Hear the mellow wedding bells/ Golden bells! .. .While the 
tender vow is whispered that great happiness foretells,/To the rhyming and the chim-
ing of the bells, the golden bells!" Thoughts of marital sensuousness (obvious in Poe's 
words) and marital seriousness (emphasized in Balmont's interpretation) merge in 
Rachmaninoff's intimate and languorous music. Here the chorus stands aside, qui-
etly ringing the wedding bells. But the soprano's impassioned lines and the yearning 
orchestral writing, however, cannot completely escape the pull of the Dies irae, and that 
which was hinted at in the first movement begins to move to the fore. Even the first 
measures expose this idea, and this melodic design imbeds itself in all of the move-
ment's sensuality. 
The first two movements having been cast in the normal fast-slow design of a four-
movement symphony, the third is a scherzo. In a wild evocation of the chaos and terror 
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of life, misplaced accents, irregular and gasping gestures, and confused din prevail. The 
optimism of the youthful first movement, mitigated in the second, now turns black. 
Hope becomes vain, violence prevails, and death is no longer a distant notion. 
As a halting, dreaming funeral procession the last movement appears. Over the gently 
rocking a mournful tune rises from the mist, but blunt, startling chords interrupt it 
almost as soon as it begins. Everyone seems immobilized, and even the petrified solo 
baritone repeatedly slips back into pull of the procession . The music does rise up, first 
in an outpouring of grief (where Rachmaninoff quotes Tchaikovsky) and, finally, in 
anger. But no outburst can sustain the energy, and the music ultimately gives way to 
exhaustion. 
But the spirit of the belfry is a somber fiend who swells 
In the shadow of the bells, 
And he gibbers, and he yells, 
As he knells, knells, knells, 
Madly round the belfry reeling, 
ile the giant bells are pealing, 
ile the bells are fiercely thrilling, 
Moaning forth the word of doom. 
The final words of the baritone claim no "respite, save the quiet of the tomb." But with 
the them, Rachmaninoff releases the music from its entrapping (-sharp minor. ((-
sharp minor may be one of the bleakest keys-Bach 's (-sharp minor Prelude and Fugue 
from Book I of the Well-Tempered Clavier, the Adagio of Bruckner's 7th Symphony, 
and Mahler's 5th come to mind.) The shift is from (-sharp minor to a warm, embrac-
ing D-flat major, and the emotional shift is extraordinary-all the more amazing, since 
the two tonic centers are identical ((-sharp= D-flat]. This simple sleight-of-hand 
(more striking than the move from C minor to C major might be) both re-imagines the 
pessimistic words and, at the same time, recalls the generosity of the first movement. 
That opening music had, after all, been in a closely related key (A-flat major, an odd key 
for youthful celebrating, when you think about it-D major or A major might be more 
expected), and we can imagine that the whole of life has been present from the begin-
ning, and that the moment of death is not the end. 
Dmitri Shostakovich 
Symphony No. 11 in G minor, op. 103, The Year 1905 
Dmitri Dmitriyevich Shostakovich (25 September 1906-9 August 1975) completed his Elev-
enth Symphony in 7957 It received its first performance on 30 October 1957 with the USSR 
State Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Natan Rakhlin. The symphony is scored for large 
orchestra (although not quite as large as Rachmaninoff's "The Bells"): a full string orchestra, 
three flutes (third doubling piccolo), three oboes (third doubling English horn), three clarinets 
r ird doubling bass clarinet), three bassoons, (third doubling contrabassoon), four horns, 
e trumpets, three trombones, tuba, two harps, celesta, and percussion that includes tim-
pani, triangle, snare drum, cymbals, bass drum, tam-tam, xylophone, and chimes. The four 
movements of the Eleventh Symphony are played without pause. 
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On Sunday, January 9, 1905, thousands of long-suffering and frustrated workers c _ 
verged on St. Petersburg's Palace Square to beg Tsar Nicholas II for help. They car~nd 
icons and pictures of the Tsar-the " little father"-and intended to protest peacefu~ 
The Tsar, as it turned out, never received their requests, since he had taken his famil ~· 
and fled the city when warned of the impending protest. The police, on the other hand 
waited and, when the workers' exit from the confines of the square became impossibl~ 
swarmed in on horseback, kill ling, by some estimates, twelve hundred unarmed men ' 
women and children. They wounded hundreds more. The violence of the Cossacks 0 ~ 
that "Bloody Sunday" soon inspired larger protests, strikes, and uprisings, including the 
mutiny aboard the Battleship Potemkin. Although the unrest subsided within the year, 
these brutal events in the Palace Square formed the seed for the revolution of 1917. 
Dmitri Shostakovich had considered composing a work commemorating these events 
that came to be seen as the 1905 Revolution, but the fiftieth anniversary came and 
went. Two years later he completed his Eleventh Symphony, subtitled "The Year 1905." 
While it was certainly inspired by the thwarted revolution, it is possible that Shosta-
kovich had composed the music also in response to the Hungarian uprising, a protest . 
against Soviet-imposed policies, which lasted from 23 October until10 November 
1956, and during which the Hungarian State Security Police, an arm of the Soviet secre 
police, killed more than 2,500 people. Shostakovich had composed the Symphony 
immediately after these events, and his widow, Irina, reported that he had these events 
"in mind" when he was writing it. 
The question of Shostakovich 's political allegiance and artistic intentions has become 
a musicological cottage industry, with Solomon Volkov, Richard Taruskin, Laurel E. Fay, 
Alan B. Ho, and ian MacDonald, the protagonists, arguing opposing sides of a "revi-
sionist" view of Shostakovich's work (his music is filled with anti-Soviet messages), 
and an "anti-revisionist" stance (Shostakovich collapsed in the face of severe oppres-
sion). Both camps are deeply invested in their arguments, sometimes with ques-
tionable intentions. But, for the purposes of this note, let it suffice to quote Richard 
Taruskin, a leader in the "anti-revisionist" group: "One's tendency in retrospect is to 
imagine life under totalitarianism in terms of stark choices and moral extremes. Real 
life conditions and alternatives are seldom so clear-cut." Or, from 150 years earlier, 
Friedrich Schiller, who wrote, "the real and express content that the poet puts into his 
work remains always finite; the possible content that he allows us to contribute is an 
infinite quality." 
The Eleventh Symphony's layers calm-at once expectant and terrifyi ng, the actual 
terror, and the resulting sorrow reach well beyond any particular moments in history. 
We need only remember Kent State and Tiananmen Square to realize the immediacy 
of what had touched Shostakovich, and what could touch any of us. The composer's 
son-in-law said that, at first, the Symphony bore the subtitle, "The Year 1906," the year 
of the composer's birth; for him, the Eleventh Symphony was very likely a requiem "for 
all the people." 
The power of the Eleventh Symphony's musical drama lies in Shostakovich's unerring 
panoramic imagination (it is his most Mussorgsky influenced symphony), capable of 
musically depicting with unerring vividness the events of that Sunday; in a simultane-
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ously straightforward and subtly felt musical expression; and in a confident, flexible 
use of musical ideas derived from Russian revolutionary and folk songs that contribute 
to the its coherence. Few of us are likely have any direct co nnection to the songs that 
form a great deal of the musical material, but the songs of imprisonment, suffering, and 
protest were familiar to every Russian of that day. Today, they seem not to need their 
words to release their profound feeling. In fact, the words' silence allows each listener, 
each generation, to read the music personally. 
The Eleventh Symphony has never had the pride of place among Shostakovich's sym-
phonies. Some imagine it simplistic agitprop; others think it too cinematic, all bombast. 
All of these assessments are only as simple as the people who offer them, and they are 
certainly simpler than the music. It is easier to put things in nice, neat boxes. Leopold 
Stokowski, who had conducted the American premi ere in Houston in 1958, and then 
made a recording whose musical and dramatic power remains unsurpassed, is report-
ed to have said, during a rehearsal for a performance with the Rochester Philharmonic, 
"People think this music is simple and empty. They just don't know." 
Symphony No. 11 in G minor (how far from the comfort of Rachmaninoff's D-flat 
,, JOr!) unfolds in an icy, predawn fog. From its frozen quiet, a chant-like prayer-Lord, 
have mercy on us-emerges but collapses back into its own emptiness. From the dis-
tance fanfares call out-are those workers calling out, or Cossacks signaling to each 
other? Ominous rumblings from the timpani forecast catastrophe, but they also sug-
gest the plaintive phrase, Oh, Tsar, our little father , the source of melodic material that 
will later become the core of the second move ment and, eventually, the driving force of 
the symphony's close. The flutes intone a traditional prison song, "Listen." 
How things change, much like the conscience of tyrants. 
Autumn's black night-and in that gloom 
There looms from the mist 
an awful vision: prison. 
As the hours drag by, 
In the night's long silence, 
Hear, like a sigh, the cry 
Echoed slowly, sadly .... LISTEN! 
And then the low strings moan with a second, "The Prisoner." 
The night is dark so mark each minute, 
Though the high walls hide the stars, 
And the prison gates are clamped 
By iron locks and iron bars. 
T first movement's disquieting stillness is abruptly broken by the onrush of the 
kers ' dawn gathering. In the torrent, optimism rises momentaril y, but the imposing 
fanfares now clearl y call the police to arms. An uneasy stillness returns as a grotesque 
Woodwind contortion of the first movement's atmospheric string music. Without 
Warning, the Cossacks shatter the eye of the storm and, in a brutal fugue, the massacre 
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begins. Its mechanical force, more suggestive of mid-century tanks than horseback 
riding police, is overwhelming and, in its horrifying way, thrilling. The entire orchestra 
cries out over the violent percussion, Bare your heads, and then suddenly there is only 
the fluttering of souls as they rise from the bodies that lie in th e Square. Music from the 
first movement, now freshly embittered, is remembered-Lord, have mercy on us. 
A weary procession begins to find its way. Over heavy feet, the violas intone the loneli-
est melody- You fell a victim in the fateful battle, with selfless love for the people-that 
reaches higher and higher, until it can only give up and sink back into the bleakness of 
the funeral march. For a stretch, the mourning relents, and an optimistic song-Hail 
the Free Word of Liberty-lifts the music. Beneath, however, the underpinning of confi-
dence that the timpani had been offering becomes harsh, and a massively grim music 
sits, stuck. The anger finally relents, and slowly the funeral cortege disappears into the 
distance. 
The last movement erupts in fury-Rage, tyrants, mock at us .... although our bodies are 
trampled we are stronger in spirit-shame, shame, shame to you, tyrants . Obsessive march-
es, patriotic songs, and snippets from other composers' operettas propel the mania 
patriotic song, Hostile whirlwinds swirl around us .... We have entered into fateful battle w'" 
our enemies, our destinies are still unknown, marches over a rigidly proud and sarcastic 
bass line, Boldly, comrades, keep in step! We will strengthen our spirit in battle. Repeatedly, 
the screws tighten until the breaking point is reached, and the entire orchestra unfurls 
in an enormous recitative. Then, with a violent explosion, we are thrown back to where 
the journey had begun, in bleak stillness. Music that has already appeared in many 
guises-Bare your heads-peals forth in the English horn. This is no fleeting memory, 
but a full lament that captures the heart of the Symphony. 
As if from hell , violence shatters the bleakness, a hollow defiance swirls, and-in the 
dissonant din of bells-the Symphony slams to a close. The Soviet critics and officials 
certainly had hoped for an affirming, triumphant resolution, if only to point to the 1917 
Revolution that the events of 1905 had foreshadowed. Shostakovich knew exactly how 
to write uplifting music, but he did not satisfy their wish. Instead, he may have created 
a work that, in the end, attacked the ultimate implication of the historical moment it 
commemorated. 
-David Hoose 
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oavid Hoose, conductor 
David Hoose is Professor of Music at the Boston University School 
of Music, where he has been Director of Orchestral Activities since 
1987. Since 1984, Mr. Hoose has been Music Director of Cantata 
Singers & Ensemble, and since 1991, he has been Music Director of 
Collage New Music, which is celebrating its 40th year during the 
2011-12 season. For eleven years, he was also Music Director of the 
Tallahassee Symphony Orchestra. 
Mr. Hoose is a recipient of the Ditson Conductors Award for the 
Advancement of American Music, Choral Arts New England Alfred 
Nash Patterson Lifetime Achievement Award, the Walter W. 
Naumburg Chamber Music Award (with the Emmanuel Wind Quintet), the ASCAP/ 
Chorus America Award for Adventu rous Programming (with Cantata Singers), and 
the Dmitri Mitropoulos Award at the Berkshire (Tanglewood) Music Center. His 
r ording of John Harbison's Mottetti di Montale, with Collage New Music, was a 
my Nominee for Best Recording with Small Ensemble. His recordings appear on 
tne Albany, New World, Koch, Nonesuch, Composers' Recordings (CRI), Delos, Arsis, 
GunMar, and Neuma labels. 
Mr. Hoose has appeared as guest conductor with the Chicago Philharmonic, Singapore 
Symphony, Korean Broadcasting Symphony, Saint Louis Symphony, Utah Symphony, 
Quad City Symphony Orchestra, Orchestra Regionale Toscana (Italy), Boston 
Symphony Chamber Players, Handel & Haydn Society, and numerous times with 
ErJ1manuel Music. He has also conducted the Manhattan School Chamber Sinfonia 
Eastman School of Music's Kilbourn Orchestra, Musica Nova and Phil harmonia, the 
University of Southern California Symphony Orchestra, New England Conservatory's 
Symphony Orchestra, Wind Ensemble and Contemporary Ensemble, and the Shepherd 
School Symphony Orchestra . 
David Hoose studied composition at the Oberlin Conservatory with Walter 
Aschaffenburg and Richard Hoffmann, and at Brandeis University with Arthur Berger 
and Harold Shapero. He studied horn with Robert Fries (Philadelphia Orchestra), 
Barry Tuckwell , Joseph Singer (New York Philharmonic), and Richard Mackey 
(Boston Symphony Orchestra), and conducting with Gustav Meier at the Berkshire 
(Tanglewood) Music Center. · 
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Ann Howard Jones, conductor 
Ann Howard Jones is Professor of Music and Director of Choral 
Activities at Boston University. She conducts the Symphonic 
and Chamber Choruses, supervises conducting students in the 
Concert Chorus and the Women's Chorale, teaches graduate 
choral conducting, and administers the MM and DMA programs 
in Choral Conducting. Dr. Jones is also the conductor of the BU 
Tanglewood Institute Young Artists' Vocal Program Chorus, an 
auditioned ensemble of high school singers which rehearses and 
performs at Tanglewood in the summer. 
Recognized as a distinguished clinician, adjudicator, teacher and 
conductor, she has led many all state and regional choruses, workshops and master 
classes in the US, Europe, South America, Canada and Asia. She has been invited 
to teach and conduct at North Texas, Michigan State, Missouri, University of Miami, 
San Diego State, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Southern Methodist University, 
and Westminster Choir College of Rider University, University of Kentucky, and the 
University of New Mexico. 
From 1984-1998, Dr. Jones was the assistant conductor to the late Robert Shaw and 
the Atlanta Symphony choruses, where she was Assistant Conductor for Choruses, 
sang in the alto section, assisted w ith the Robert Shaw Chamber Singers and helped 
to organize the Robert Shaw Institute. She sang and recorded with the Festiva l 
Singers both in France and in the U.S. The Festival Singers were also represented in 
performances of major works for chorus and orchestra at Carnegie Hall in a series of 
performance workshops. After Shaw's death in 1999, Dr. Jones was invited to conduct 
the Robert Shaw Tribute Singers for the American Choral Directors Association 
conferences in San Antonio and Orlando. 
Choruses at Boston University have been invited to appear at conventions of the 
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) in Boston and New York City. Dr. 
Jones has traveled with a group of BU graduate students to Padua and Ven ice, Italy, 
to perform and to study. A similar trip was made to Oslo and Bergen, Norway. In the 
spring of 2009, the graduate conducting students joined Dr. Jones at the national 
convention of ACDA in Oklahoma City where she was invited to prepare and conduct a 
world premiere of a work by Dominick Argento. The conductors sang in the chorus and 
assisted in the preparations for the performance . 
Among the honors which Dr. Jones has rece ived are the coveted Metcalf Award for 
Excel lence in Teaching from Boston University, a Fulbright professorship to Brazil, and 
a lectureship for the Lil y Foundation . At the National Conference of the American 
Choral Directors Association on March 9, 2011, Dr. Jones was named the recipient of 
the Robert Shaw Choral Award for distinguished service to the profession, the higher · 
award given by the association. 
Dr. Jones is a native of Iowa and her degrees are from the University of Iowa. 
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Janna Baty, soprano 
Soprano Janna Baty has performed with the Boston Symphony, 
Los Angeles Philharmonic, the Daejeon Philharmonic (South 
Korea), Hamburgische Staatsoper, L'Orchest re National du 
Capitole de Toulouse, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Tallahassee 
Symphony, Tuscaloosa Symphony, Longwood Symphony, 
Hartford Symphony, the Orquesta Filarm6nica de Bogota 
(Colombia), Opera Theatre of St. Louis, Eugene Opera, Opera 
North, and Boston Lyric Opera . She has performed at the 
Aldeburgh and Britten Fest iva ls in England, The Varna Fest iva l 
in Bulgaria, the Semanas Musica les de Frutillar Festi va l in Chile, 
and the Tanglewood and Norfolk festi va ls in the U.S. Ms. Baty 
has worked alongside many composers, including John Harbison, 
Bernard Rands, and Yehudi Wyner, on performances of their music. Her discography 
includes numerous cri ti ca lly lauded recordings with Boston Modern Orchestra Project 
Gil Rose. In 2008 she joined the faculty of the Ya le School of Music. 
Yeghishe Manucharyan, tenor 
Admired for his outstanding musical intelligence and for 
th ~ purity, power, and flexibility of his vo ice, tenor Yeghishe 
Manucharyan is quickly becoming one of the most sought 
after young tenors singing today. He has performed at the 
Metropolitan Opera, Carnegie Hall , the Wexford Festival, Boston 
Opera, Teatro San Carlo in Naples, Orchestra of New York, New 
York City Opera, and the Caramoor Festival. He has performed 
with the Minnesota Opera, San Diego Opera, Tulsa Opera, 
Toledo Opera, Baltimore Opera and Dallas Symphony amongst 
others, and in the main ro les in such operas as La Traviata, 
Gluck's lphigenie en Tauride, Berlioz Requiem, La Boheme, Rimsky-
Korsakov's Tsar's Bride, Shostakovich's The Nose, Tancredi, Armida, 
Lakme, Mara Stuarda, Don Giovanni, La Donna del Logo, Maria di Rohan, The Pearl Fishers, 
Eugene Onegin, The Barber of Seville, Verd i Requiem, Beethoven's Missa Solemn is and 
9th Symphony, Rigoletto, The Magic Flute, Dvorak Stabat Mater, Die Entfilhrung aus dem 
Serai/, Otello, Count Almaviva in II barbiere di Siviglia, Don Ramiro in La ceneren tola, La 
c/emenza di Tito, Rinuccio in Gianni Schicchi, Anoush and Lu kas Foss' Griffe/kin 
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Anton Belov, baritone 
The voice of baritone Anton Belov was described as mellifluous 
by the New York Times and that of an emerging star by the 
Philadelphia Inquirer. He earned praise from critics and 
audiences alike for his portraya ls of Count di Luna (// Trovatore) , 
Enrico (Lucia di Lammermoor), Don Giovanni, Eugene Onegin, 
Escamilla (Carmen) and Figaro (Le nozze di Figaro). Dr. Belov 
performed throughout the country appearing with Boston 
Lyric Opera, Opera Boston, Opera Delaware, Connecticut 
Grand Opera, Opera New Jersey, Anchorage Opera as well as 
Boston Baroque, Opera Orchestra of New York, The California 
Symphony, The Hartford Symphony Orchestra, Las Vegas 
Philharmonic, Rhode Island Philharmonic and Colorado Symphony. Mr. Belov is 
the first-place winner of eight vocal competitions including the George London 
Competition, Licia Albanese-Puccini Foundation International Competition, and 
Metropolitan Opera National Council Auditions (Eastern Region). As the wi nner of 
the Young Concert Artists International Auditions, Mr. Belov has appeared in over , 
forty recitals throughout the United States. A native of Moscow, Anton Belov holds a 
Bachelor of Music Degree from The New England Conservatory, an Artist's Diploma 
and a Master of Music Degree from The Juilliard School and the Doctorate of Musical 
Arts from Boston University. He lives near Portland, Oregon where he holds the post of 
an assistant professor of music at Linfield College. 
Patrick Wood Uribe 
Patrick Wood Uribe holds a PhD in Musicology from Princeton 
University, a BA and MA with honors in Modern Languages 
from Oxford University, and a postgraduate degree in violin 
performance from the Royal Academy of Music. 
Dr. Wood Uribe's main area of research lies between the history 
of music theory and the history of ideas, focusing specifically 
on theories of musical form in the nineteenth century and their 
relationship to Enlightenment and early Romantic aesthetics. His 
other research and teaching interests include violin music of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and the art music of post-
revolutionary Mexico. 
As a soloist and chamber musician, he has performed widely throughout the UK and 
the US, as well as in France, Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Italy and Spain . His solo 
debut recording of the unaccompanied violin works of Thomas Baltzar (1631-1663) 
was released in 2008 to wide critical acclaim, and his edition of Baltzar's music will be 
published by A-R Editions in 2011. 
Dr. Wood Uribe's recent articles have appeared in the Tijdschrift voor Musiktheorie/ 
Dutch Journal for Music Theory, The Journal of Film Music, Early Music America, and The 
Journal of Seventeenth-Century Music. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
David Hoose, conductor 
The Boston Un iversity School of Music orchestral program assumes an integral and cent ra l role in the 
educa tion of the School 's instrumentalist s, whether t hey are aspiri ng to professions as cham ber musicians, 
orchestral musicians, or teachers, or are looking to musica l lives that combine all t hree. The reperto ire 
of the three ensembles of t he program-the Symphony Orchestra, the Chamber Orchestra, and the 
Wind Ensemble- reaches w ide and deep, from vital standard repertoire, to compell ing if less familiar 
compositions, and to music from th is and t he past cent uries. The ensembles, led by an array of facul ty and 
guest conductors, present more t han sixteen concerts each season, inclu ding co llaborat ions w ith the opera 
and choral departments, and annual pe rfo rmances in Boston 's Symphony Hal l. 
Violin I Viola Flute 
Nan Lu, concertmaster Ying-Chen Tu, principal Theodore Anton* 
Hyun Ji Kim Anna Griffis Nikoma Baccus -
Nayoung Kim Hye Min Choi Megan Lotz 
Christina Adams Oliver Chang Alexa Yeagley 
Rachel Saul Evan Perry 
Sodam Kim Rebecca Hallowell Piccolo 
:Young Kwon Michelle Rahn Ceylon Mitchell 
lyn Olson Sarah Leonard 
en-Ti Lin Christopher McClain Oboe 
Kathryn Koch Kaitlin Springer Vivian Ferrillo :i: 
Sarah Atwood Andrew Salo Peter Lewnard 
Natalie Calma Joy Grimes :~ Courtney Miller • 
Yi -Ju Lu Nathan Swain * 
Daniel Faris Cello Kai·Chien Yang 
Ling Li Gracie Keith, principal 
Min Jung Noh Hyun Ji Kwon English Horn 
David Cruz Kai -Chien Yang 
Violin II Youngsuk Lee 
Yu·Wen Chen, principal Youngshil Park Clarinet 
Taichi Fukumura Jackie Robertson Ismail Akmuradov • 
Joo Hee Bae Monica Luat Chieh Cheng 
George Millsap Robert Mayes Xing-Xing Zhai * 
Elizabeth Barksdale Ji Won Suh 
Kendra Lenz Jeremiah Moon Bass Clarinet 
Margaret Cerjan Stephen Allen Gun Hwan Jung 
Carmen Ang Korynne Bolt 
Jiyeon Han Graham Boswell Bassoon 
Constance Bainbridge Kendall Ramseur Kaitlin Fry 
John Bian Peter Levine Tzu- I Lee * 
Tingyun Zhang Yumi Bae Jensen Ling 
. 
Samantha Bates Carolyn Regula Margaret Stephenson 
Sean Larkin 
Lee Anne Blackmore Bass Contrabassoon 
Gabrielle Fischler Yi-Jung Su, principal Margaret Stephenson 
Emilie Campanelli Alexander Edelmann 
Brandon Mason Horn 
Christian Gray Charlotte Harsha 
Nathan Varga Hui-Yi Lee 
Zachery Camhi Matthew Lemme! 
Emilee Graham Melissa Lund 
Dylan Stroud Megan Marranca . 
Parker Nelson * 
Kristen Sienkiewicz 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Trumpet Percussion Celesta 
Patrick Bergerson Maxwell Herz lich Haeshin Shin 
Drew Edwards Christopher Latournes 
Adam Gautille Matthew McDonald Assistant Conductor 
Renee Hagel berg Matthew Mitchener Konstant in Dobroykov 
Ryan Noe * Robert O'Brien * 
Andrew Stetson . Michael Roberts Orchestra Managers 
Miles Salerni Nikoma Baccus 
Trombone Catherine Varvaro Konstantin Dobroykov 
Robert Hove land • Daniel Vozzolo Anna Griffis 
Matthew Visconti 
Martin Wittenberg * Harp 
Greta Asgeirsson * • * denotes principa l on 
Tuba Mason Morton Rachmaninoff 
Andres Trujillo • denotes principal on 
Piano Shostakovich 
Timpani Minjoo Choo 
Michael Roberts * Haeshin Shin :!: denotes guest musician 
Catherine Varvaro . 
This performance was prepared with the assistance of Tiffany Chang and Professor Linda Toote 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC CHORUS 
Ann Howard Jones, Director of Choral Activities 
The Boston University Symphonic Chorus is a musica l organizat ion made up of students from ten foreign 
countries and thirty-four states. W hi le there has been chora l si nging at BU since the 1800s, the chorus, in its 
present form, was founded in 1993. In it s br ief history it has performed many major choral works and had a 
significant co llaboration w 1th the late Robert Shaw. . 
Soprano 
Mai Auapinyakul, 
Mechanical Engineering 2014 
Emily Baker, 
Vocal Performance 2012 
Virginia Allison Barney, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Maura Katherine Bastarache, 
Music and French 2012 
Lisa Blancato, Marketing 2014 
Isabel Amanda Brougham, 
cal Performance 2015 
Cordia l, 
International Relations 2012 
Andrea Devito, Public Health 
minor, Pred-med, Psychology 
2013 
Cara Grimaldi, Vocal Performance 
and Music Education 2014 
Katie Hodgkins, 
Elementary Education 2015 
Lipsey Hunt, History 2013 
Staci Paige Hunter, 
Broadcast Journalism 2015 
Jennifer Jaroslavsky, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Suzanne Karpov, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
Charlotte Marie Keating, Vocal 
Performance 2014 
Tala Khalaf, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Audrey Lambert, Biology 2015 
Kyra Leonardi, Biology 2015 
Lea Madda, 
Vocal Performance 2012 
Hailey Markman, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Tavia Merchant, 
Vocal Performance 2012 
Stephanie Nahouse, 
Advertisting 2014 
Poe, 
position 2015 
Ei en Reavey, Alumna 
Elise Roth, 
Musicology 2012 
Mariya Shoteva, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
Soprano continued 
Carey Shunskis, 
MM Choral Conducting 2012 
Sahana Simha, 
Music 2014 
Abigail Whitney Smith, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Crystal Taber, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
Katrina Tammaro, 
Vocal Performance 2012 
Sarah Weiskittel , 
Economics/ Classics 2014 
Alto 
Carolyn Aguirre, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Corey Bither, 
Undeclared 2015 
Laura Blaha, 
PhD Biomedical Engineering 
2016 
Abigail Bowling, 
Music Peformance 2013 
Claire Bridges, 
Biomedical Engineering 2015 
Graciela Briceno, 
Music Education 2013 
Naomi Brigell , 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Melanie Burbules, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Rachel Carpentier, 
MN} Choral Conducting 2012 
Julia Case, 
Neuro-Science, Psychology, 
Piano Performance 2014 
Laura Cha, 
Piano Performance 2015 
Karen Chow, 
Piano Performance 2012 
Katherine Collins, 
International Relations 2014 
Katherine Dulweber, 
MM Vocal Performance 2012 
Ang Gao, 
Biology 2014 
Stephanie Ellen Gray, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
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Alto continued 
Emily Harmon, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
Sarah Harrison, Musicology 2013 
Alexandra Horton, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Laura Hwang, 
Piano Performance 2015 
Jennifer Kane, 
DMA Choral Conducting 2013 
Calissa Kummer Dauterman, 
MDiv. 2014 
Julie Lamattina, Psychology 2013 
Sophie Jeanne Lange, 
Archeology 2015 
Melissa Lesh, English 2015 
Sylvia Lewin, Physics 2012 
Katherine Lopez, 
Anthropology 2014 
Joanna Lynn-Jacobs, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
Janette Martinez, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
Emily Murphy Neuberger, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Amelia Nixon, 
Muise Education 2013 
Caroline Olsen, 
Vocal Performance 
and Music Education 2014 
Courtney Perry, Undeclared 2015 
Ella Radcliffe, 
Biology 2015 
Alexandra Rinn, 
Composition 2012 
Samara Schwartz, 
Graduate Music Ed 2013 
Jodi Siegelman, Alumna 
Davida Vogel, Undeclared 2015 
Beth Wilier, 
DMA Choral Conducting 2014 
Annie Wong, 
Biology 2012 
Anna Woodbury, 
Vocal Performance 2013 
Tianyao Xie, MM Piano 
Performance 2013 
Jie Yang, 
MM Piano Performance 2014 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SYMPHONIC CHORUS 
Tenor 
Christopher Addis, 
Biology 2014 
loannis Angelakis, 
Composition 2013 
Michael Aniolek, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Christopher Barberesi, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Barry James Barnett, Jr. 
Film & Television 2015 
Michael Barrett, 
DMA Choral Conducting 2013 
Sam Beebe, 
Composition 2013 
Jason Berger, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Newell Bullen, 
MM Choral Conducting 2013 
Tyler Diaz, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Peter Eramo, 
Music Education 2013 
Frank Furnari, 
BUfaculty 
Justin Cale Kenney, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Jake Lucas, 
Journalism 2015 
John Slack, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Joe Stahl, 
Mathematics 2015 
Cory Wikan, 
DMA Choral Conducting 2012 
Bass 
Stephen Arredondo, 
Mathematics 2013 
Luciano Barbosa, 
MM Composition 2012 
John Baublitz, 
Mathematics 2015 
Ben Brennan, 
Psychology 2014 
Jonathan Brenner, 
Composition & Theory 2012 
Peter Fallon Brown, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Michael Dauterman, 
MSM Choral Conducting 2013 
Ted Lucas Evangelista, 
Music Education 2015 
Anteo Fabris, 
Composition 2013 
David Fried, 
BU Faculty 
Timothy Michael Gorka, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Daniel Gostin, 
MSM Choral Conducting 2013 
Alex Matthew Handin, 
Electrical Engineering 2013 
Benjamin Harris, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Zach Innis, 
English and Special 
Education 2013 
William Kranich, 
Undeclared 2015 
Adam Kurihara, 
MSM Choral Conducting 2012 
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Bass continued 
Andrew Lai, 
Biochemistry and 
Molecular Biology 2012 
Kyle Lanning, 
Vocal Performance and 
Pre-Med 2014 
Ben Marcus, 
Undeclared 2015 
Michal Novotny, 
MM Composition 2012 
Daniel Peterson, 
MM Choral Conducting 2012 
Joshua Rohde, 
MSM Choral Conducting 2013 
Michael Sherman 
Piano Performance 2012 
Stephen Stacks, 
MSM Choral Conducting 201~ 
Yos Tampi, 
Economics 2015 
Anthony Trecek-King, 
DMA Choral Conducting 2014 
Erik Van Heyningen, 
Vocal Performance 2015 
Fiat Vongpunsawad, 
Alumnus 
Thomas Weaver, 
Piano Performance and 
Composition 2013 
Carlton Welch Ill, 
Vocal Performance 2014 
Caleb Williams, 
MDivandMSM 
Choral Conducting 2013 
Rehearsal Pianist 
Justin Blackwell 
Ensemble Managers 
Jennifer Kane 
Joshua Rohde 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
Boston University is one of the leading private research and teaching institutions in the world to-
day, with two primary campuses in the heart of Boston and programs around the world. 
The Boston University Co llege of Fi ne Arts was created in 1954 to bring together the School of 
Music, the School of Theatre, and the School of Visua l Arts. The University's vision was to create 
a community of artists in a conservatory-style schoo l offering professional training in the arts to 
both undergraduate and graduate students, comp lemented by a liberal arts curriculum for under-
graduate students. Since those early days, education at the College of Fine Arts has begun on the 
BU campus and extended into the city of Boston, a rich center of cu ltu ra l, artisti c and intel lectual 
activity. 
Benjamin Juarez, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Robert K. Dodson, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School of Theatre 
Lynne A llen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
DEAN'S ADVISORY BOARD 
Jason Alexander ('81, Hon.'95) 
Actor, Director, Writer 
Fred A. Bronstein ('78) 
Fv'lember, BU Board of Overseers 
President and Executive Director 
Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra 
Saul Cohen 
President 
Hammond Re sidential Real Estate 
Dr. Chester Douglass 
Professor and Department Cha ir 
Harvard School of Dental Medicine 
Steven G. Friedlander ('80) 
Principa l 
Auerbach Pollock Friedlander 
SungEun Han-Andersen ('85) 
Member, BU Board of Trustees 
President 
G.C. Andersen Family Fou ndation 
Joan Horton ('69) 
eting Consultant 
on Group 
David Kneuss ('70) 
Executive Stage Director 
Metropolitan Opera Association 
Stewart F. Lane ('73) 
President and CEO 
Stewart F. Lane Productions 
Penny Peters ('71) 
Communications Strategist and 
Management Consultant 
Nina Tassler ('79) 
Member, BU Board of Trustees 
President 
CBS Entertainment 
Gael Towey ('75) 
Chief Creative and Editoria l Director 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia 
Gregg Ward ('82) 
President 
Orlando Ward & Associates 
Luo Van ('90) 
President 
Silver Dream Productions 
Ira Yaffe ('78) 
Principal, Creative Director 
Yoffe Media Group 
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-FRIENDS OF THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS 
We are grateful to our community of alumni, faculty, families, and friends who believe in the importance of support-
ing gifted students in music, theatre, and the visual arts through their generous contributions. Gifts to the College of 
Fine Arts drive important capital initiatives, scholarships, educational outreach, performances, and exhibitions, all of 
which directly benefit the talented young artists of Boston University. 
For more information about how you can join our growing list of supporters, please contact us at 617-353-5544 or 
make a donation online at www.bu.edu/cfa/alumni/giving-back. We would love to welcome you into our donor 
community! 
We thank the following donors for their generous support during the 2010-2011 fiscal year*: 
$100,000 and above 
Anonymous 
Su rdna Foundation 
$25,000 to $99,999 
SungEun Han-Andersen 
Doris S. Kitchen 
National Endowment for the Arts 
Mary A. Milano-Picardi 
Jane and Neil Pappa lardo 
John R. Silber 
The Estate of Lindagrace Stephens 
The C. George Van Kampen 
Foundation 
Virginia E. Withey 
$10,000 to $24,999 
John A. Carey 
Clovel ly Charitable Trust 
Montgomery Symphony Association 
Nina C. Tassler and Gera ldS. Levine 
$5,000 to $9,999 
Boston University A lumni Concert 
Band 
David L. Feigenbaum and Maureen 
Meister 
Edward J. FitzPatrick 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
Hoenemeyer Family Foundation 
Kitchen Family Trust 
Margaret S. Lindsay Foundation 
Helen Uffner Vintage Clothing LLC 
$1,000 to $4,999 
Apostolos A. A liapoulios 
A lkon & Levine, P.C. 
Cathy M . A ltholz 
The ASCAP Foundation 
Richard Balsam 
Anthony J. Barbuto 
Susan H. Bingham 
Richard and Susan Grausman 
Bose Foundation 
William Boss 
Richard D. Carmel Charitable 
Remainder Trust 
Ellen Carr 
Alan B. Casamajor 
Lucy Chapman 
Aram V. Chobanian 
Jacques Cohen 
Columbia University 
Frank A. D'Accone 
Bette Davis Foundation, Inc. 
Ann B. Dickson 
Robert and Alberta Dodson 
Richard W. Ekdahl 
Peter Eliopoulos 
Marie V. Falabella 
Judith M. Flynn 
French American Cu ltural Exchange 
Wilbur and Lorra ine Fullbright 
Michael Goldenberg 
Jod i L. Hagen 
Richard L. Hirsch 
Phyllis E. and Robert J. Hoffman 
Letitia J. Hom 
Joan F. Horton 
Lindsey V. Humes 
Benjamin Juarez and Marisa Cana les 
Ellen B. Kazis-Walker 
Robert E. Krivi 
Eli Li lly and Company Foundation 
Joan Malick Revocable Grantor Trust 
Margaret M . Martin 
Walt C. Meissner 
Jane M. Musky 
New England Baptist Hosp ital 
F. Taylor Pape 
The Presser Foundation 
Miriam C. Reddicl iffe 
Pauline A. Rowe 
Sandra L. Rowsell 
Benjamin A. Rudnick 
Kenneth D. Rudn ick 
Sherri A. Rudnick 
Kyoko Sato 
Marvin Y. Scholer 
Brigid M . Sheehan 
Amy A. Shemin 
A. T. Tellstrom 
Robert Thoburn 
The Ushers & Programmers Fund 
Wen-Yang Wen 
Kate White 
Peter A. Williamson 
Ellen and John Yates 
Linda N. Yee 
Kalman W. Zabarsky and Kerry 
Loughman 
Avedis Zildjian Company 
$500 to $999 
Curtis and Lorra ine Anastasio 
Avon Products Foundation, Inc. 
Bank of America 
Fred A. Bronstein 
Salvatore and Lisa Cania 
Kimberly Cheiken 
Beth S. Chen 
Dennis A. Clements 
Terrence J. Connell 
Debbie Crowell 
Edna L. Davis 
Nancy K. Dimsdale 
Suzanne R. Dworsky 
Teresa and Don Epperson 
R. T. Finney 
David E. Franasiak 
Haim Frankel 
Deborah Grausman 
Barbara W. Grossman 
Donald Hailer 
Mercia M . Harrison 
The Help Productions LLC 
Richard A. Hobbs 
Capers A. Holmes 
AmyL. Howe 
Dmitri and Elena llyin 
Jimmie L. Jackson 
Renate E. Jeffries 
Jung M in Kim 
Lucy Kim and Matthew Guerrieri 
Lillie M. Kumar 
Ledgeways Charitable Trust 
Richard P. Lenz 
Charlotte D. McGhee 
Joy L. Mcintyre 
Thomas J. Munn 
Elizabeth Narbonne 
Mia R. Oberlink 
Ellen S. Offner 
Dianne Pettipaw 
Steinway & Sons 
Patrick Szymanski and 
Margery Lieber 
Kelly Tucker 
Richard Van Deusen and Carol Nade 
Zipcar 
*This list reflects donations made between July 1, 2070 and June 30, 2011. For a complete list of all CFA donors visit www.bu.edu/cfal 
alumni/giving-bock. If your name has been omitted from this list, please contact us so that we can correct our records. 
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
STRINGS Richard Menaul hom 
Steven Ansell viola • Suzanne Nelsen bassoon 
Edwin Barker double bass· Craig Nordstrom clarinet 
Cathy Basrak viola Toby Olt trombone 
Lynn Chang violin Elizabeth Ost ling flute 
Daniel Doiia viola, pedagogy Andrew Price oboe 
Jules Eskin cello Ken Radnofsky saxophone 
Carolyn Davis Fryer double Richard Ranti bassoon 
boss Thomas Rolfs trumpet 
Edward Gazouleas viola M ike Roylance tuba 
Marc Johnson cello Matthew Ruggiero 
Bayla Keyes violin • bassoon 
Alexander Lecarme cello Eric Ruske ham~ 
Michelle LaCourse viola • Robert Sheena 
Katie Lansdale violin English hom 
Benjamin Levy double bass Thomas Siders trumpet 
Lucia Lin violin · Ethan Sloane clarinet • 
Malcolm Lowe violin Jason Snider horn 
Dana Mazurkevich violin Samuel Solomon 
Yuri Mazurkevich violin • percussion 
lkuko Mizuno violin James Sommerville horn 
John Muratore guitar Linda Toote flute· 
ge Neikrug cello++ 
Orleans double bass PIANO 
Parnas cello Anthony di Bonaventura • 
Ann Hobson Pi lot harp Maria Clodes·Jaguaribe ' 
Barbara Poeschl-Ed rich harp Gila Goldstein 
Michael Reynolds cello • Linda Jiorle-Nagy 
Rhonda Rider cello Michael Lewin 
Todd Seeber double bass Sergey Schepkin 
Roman Totenberg violin ++ Boaz Sharon • 
Michael Zaretsky viola 
Peter Zazofsky violin • COLLABORATIVE PIANO 
Jessica Zhou harp Shiela Kibbe • 
Robert Merfeld 
WOODWINDS, BRASS, and 
PfJKUSSION ORGAN 
Ken Amis tuba Nancy Granert 
Jennifer Bill saxophone Peter Sykes • 
Peter Chapman trumpet 
Geralyn Coticone flute VOICE 
Doriot Dwyer flute M ichelle A lexander • 
Terry Everson trumpet · Michael Beatt ie 
John Ferri llo oboe Penelope Bitzas • 
Timothy Genis percussion Sharon Daniels * 
lan Greitzer clarinet James Demler • 
Ronald Haroutounian bassoon Gary Durham 
John Heiss flute Phyllis Hoffman· 
Gregg Henegar bassoon Matthew Larson 
Renee Krimsier flute Betsy Polatin (theater) 
Gabriel Langfur bass trombone Bonnie Pomfret 
Don Lucas trombo11e • Jerrold Pope • 
Mark McEwen oboe Andrea Southwiok 
Maria Spacagna 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC DEPARTMENT OF PRODUCTION AND 
ENSEMBLES 
J. Casey Soward, Assistant Director for Production and Performance 
Michael Barsano, Manager of University Wide Ensembles 
Michael Cull er, Head Recording Engineer 
Oshin Gregorian, Manager of Opera Institute 
Diane Mclean, Stage Manager 
Shane McMahon, Recording Engineer 
fh ·d Dawson II, Administrative Coordinator, Scheduling and 
oms 
ssa, Librarian 
rv rtin Snow, Keyboard Technician and Restoration 
Molly Walker, Manager of School of Music Ensembles 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC ADMINISTRATION 
Richard Corne ll, Associate Director 
HISTORICAL MUSIC EDUCATION 
PERFORMANCE Richard Bun bury· 
Aida Abreu recorder Susan Conkling • 
Sarah Freiberg Ell ison Diana Dansereau • 
cello Andre de Quadros • 
Laura Jeppesen Jay Dorfman· 
viola da gamba Andrew Goodrich • 
Christopher Krueger Lee Higgins * 
Baroque flute Ron Kos • 
Catherine Liddell /ute Warren Levenson 
Martin Pearlman Roger Mantie • 
Baroque ensembles • Brian M ichaud 
Robinson Pyle Richard Nangle 
natural trumpet Sandra Nicolucci • 
Marc Schachman 
Baroque oboe CONDUCTING 
Aaron Sheehan HP voice David Hoose • 
Jane Starkman Ann Howard Jones * 
Baroque violin, viola Scott A llen Jarrett 
Peter Sykes ha rpsichord • David Martins 
Jameson Marvin, choral/it. 
MUSICOLOGY 
Marie Abe· 
Victor Coelho • OPERA INSTITUTE 
Steven Cornelius • Phyllis Curtin ++ 
Sean Gallagher Sharon Daniels • 
Brita Heimarck • Melinda Su ll ivan·Friedman 
Lewis Lockwood Frank Ke ll ey 
Thomas Peattie • Wi ll iam Lu mpkin • 
Joshua Ri fkin • Jim Petosa 
Andrew Shenton· Betsy Polatin 
Jacquelyn Sholes Jeffrey Stevens· 
Pat rick Wood Uribe• Nathan Troup 
Jeremy Yudkin • A ll ison Voth • 
COMPOSITION STAFF PIANISTS 
AND THEORY Michelle Beaton 
Brett Abigana Eve Budnick 
Vartan Aghababian Matthew Larson 
Martin Amlin * Phillip Oliver 
Deborah Burton • Lorena Tecu 
Justin Casinghino Noriko Yasuda 
Richard Cornell • M olly Wood 
Joshua Fineberg • 
Samuel Headrick' 
David Kopp • Department Chairs 
Mary Montgomery Koppel represented in bold 
Rodney Lister • 
Kelty Nez • • full·time facu lty 
Andrew Smith 
John Wallace • ++Emeritus 
Steven Weigl • 
Jason Yust • 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Susan Conkling. Music Education 
Richard Cornell, Music Studies 
Rober t K. Dodson, Director 
Phyllis Hoffman, Applied Studies and Performance 
Ann Howard Jones, Ensembles 
David Kopp, Director, Graduate Studies 
Michelle LaCourse, Chair, Applied Studies 
Shaun Ramsay, Assistant Director for Admissions and 
Student Affairs 
John Wallace, Director Undergraduate Studies 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Benjamin Juarez, Dean, College of Fine Arts 
Robert K. Dodson, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Direct or, School of Theatre 
Lynne Allen, Director, School of Visual Arts 
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College of Fine Arts 
855 Commonwealth Avenue I Boston, MA 02215 
www.bu .edu/ cfa 
